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摘  要 


































Since the 1980s, western scholars dedicated to the study of earning 
management and put forward many methods. A landmark is Jones’ model, 
which took into consideration of the impact of company size on 
non-controllable accrued profit. Most scholars studied earning management on 
Jones’ framework. By virtue of early findings in this area, the author uses a 
cross section model developed from Jones’ model to analyze loss-making 
listed companies in China after 1997.  
    The paper includes five parts: firstly, the paper sums up relevant theories 
and methods in earning management from the definition of earning 
management. Secondly, the author tries to give a thorough review of studies on 
earning management. The third part studies new rules and laws on earning 
management after 1997 in our country, which becomes the outer environment 
of earning management. The fourth part is the key of this paper, which is 
empirical analysis of earning management in China. In this part, the author 
puts forward the necessity of studying the area, and finds that earning 
management among loss-making companies are still common place after 1997, 
but less visible. The paper finally gives suggestions.  
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  其中， －t年非可控应计利润 tNDA
       1tTA − －t－1年总体应计利润 
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       1tA − －t-1 年的总体资产 
       tREVΔ －t 年的主营业务收入与 t-1 年的主营业务收入之
差 
        tPPE －t年的固定资产原值 
         t-估计期年份 
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其中，系数 ， ， 由以下模型在估计期内回归得出： 1a 2a 3a
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  －t 年的总体应计利润 tTA
    t－估计期年份 
   ε 为残差。 
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 tRECΔ －t年的应收账款净额与 t－1年的应收账款净额之差 
系数 ， ， 由以下模型在估计期内回归得出： 1a 2a 3a
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tIA －t年的无形资产和其他长期资产 
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